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Evidence for Learning: Evidence for Learning
Evidence for Learning
Helping great practice become common practice in education




Evidence for Learning is a free resource for Australian educators to improve the quality, availability and use of evidence in education.



Getting started
Find out more about how to get the most out of our website.

Getting started






Key resources
Start with the evidence to help boost student learning






Teaching and Learning ToolkitAn accessible summary of the international evidence on teaching 5 – 16 year-olds.


Read more aboutTeaching and Learning Toolkit
Early Childhood Education ToolkitAn accessible summary of educational research for early childhood education


Read more aboutEarly Childhood Education Toolkit
Guidance ReportsClear and actionable recommendations for teachers on a range of high-priority issues, based on the best available evidence.


Read more aboutGuidance Reports
Planning for impact 2024A guide for using research evidence to support school planning for 2024


Read more aboutPlanning for impact 2024


Latest Guidance Reports
Clear and actionable recommendations for teachers and senior leaders based on the best available evidence

View all our Guidance Reports 




Guidance Reports

Improving primary scienceSix recommendations to support schools to improve primary science.

Primary


Read more about Improving primary scienceGuidance Reports

Improving mathematics in the early years with children aged 3 – 7 yearsFive recommendations to improve mathematics in early learning and lower primary school settings.

PrimaryEarly Childhood


Read more about Improving mathematics in the early years with children aged 3-7 yearsGuidance Reports

Effective behaviour supports in schoolsSix recommendations for schools on effective behaviour supports

PrimarySecondary


Read more about Effective behaviour supports in schoolsGuidance Reports

Improving secondary scienceSeven recommendations to support schools to improve secondary science.

Secondary


Read more about Improving secondary science


Support for implementation
Support available to help you use and apply the evidence in your setting






School planningResources for supporting strategic and annual school planning and improvement.


Read more aboutSchool planning
Using evidence in schools and ECEResources for using evidence well in schools and early learning settings


Read more aboutUsing evidence in schools and ECE
Illustrations of practiceIllustrations of evidence-informed practice from schools and early learning settings in Australia.


Read more aboutIllustrations of practice
WebinarsWebinar recordings designed to help educators learn how to turn evidence into practice.


Read more aboutWebinars





About Evidence for Learning
Evidence for Learning was established in 2015 by Social Ventures Australia to support busy educators – especially educational leaders – increase learning for children by improving the quality, availability and use of evidence in education. This website is currently supported by the Education Endowment Foundation international team.
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We acknowledge Traditional Owners of Country throughout Australia and pay our respects to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elders past, present, and emerging. We also accept the invitation in the Uluru Statement from the Heart to walk together with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in a movement of the Australian people for a better future.




